
TAIJI BAILONG BALL TRAINER 

Objective 
The objective of the TBBA is to teach Taiji Bailong Ball according to the guidelines and exercise methods of 
Professor Bai Rong. In order to guarantee a quick and extensive spreading of the game, a TBB-Trainer license has 
been offered since 2005. 
 
§1 Definition: TBB-Trainer 

 TBB-Assistant (ASSI) is the first (lowest) level, preparing for TBB-Trainer (second level),  TBB-Instructor 
(third level) and TBB-Master (fourth level). The TBB-Trainer certificate issued by the TBBA is the certificate of 
acknowledgement for TBB-trainer. 

 The TBB-trainer is responsible for the planning, giving and coaching of trainings, courses/workshops, 
competition trainings and promotional activities. 
 
§2 Conditions for the TBB-Trainer 

 The course for TBB Trainer must be given by a certified TBB-Instructor. 

 The Trainer course must at least be 80 hours. 

 The course must include the following practical Taiji Bailong Ball techniques: 

1. All known Soloplay Techniques. 

2. All known Multiplay Techniques. 

3. Taiji Bailong Ball Base form, 1st Standard form and 2nd Standard form. 

 
§3 TBB Trainer Certificate 
The TBB Trainer certificate guarantees a successful completion of the course; the following conditions must have 

been met: 

 The complete performance and control of the points mentioned in §2 (except 2nd Standard form), (when 
carried out with Trainer racket and en felt ball). Including 3 minutes Freestyle performance on own music. 

 The assessment of the performance and control of the points mentioned in §2 will be performed by an 
examination committee, consisting of a TBB Instructor and at least  1 TBB Trainer. 

 An obligatory membership of the TBBA (currently € 30 subscription fee per year). 

 The payment of the examination fee (€ 50) to the TBBA. 

When the above conditions have been met, the TBBA issues a certificate which will be valid for 2 years. For 
prolongation of the license, the trainer must take part in a supervisory session every two years. 
 
The licensed TBB Trainer is allowed to use the Bai Rong brand, the TBBA logo and the TBB logo for all 
promotions and activities. 
 
§4 Conditions for the TBB Instructor offering TBB Trainer courses: 
If a TBB Instructor offers a TBB Trainer course, he or she must ask permission from the TBBA. The annual 
approval depends on the following: 

 The instructor must have a valid TBB Instructor certificate, approved and issued  by the the founder 
Professor Bai Rong. 

 Indication of time, place and possible cooperation with third parties for the TBB Trainer course. 
 

§5  Rights and obligations of the TBB Instructor 
After approval, a TBB Instructor is allowed to offer the TBB Trainer course. The Instructor must give the classes 
according to the standards and principles of the founder, Professor Bai Rong.  
For each participant the TBB Instructor will receive the following (trainer supplies): 

- a workout DVD 'Standard forms', 

- a TBB Trainer workbook, 

- a TBB Racket (Trainer), felt ball, rubber ball, leather ball and a TBB bag, 



- a TBB shirt, 

- a TBB Trainer Data CD with useful documents.   
 

§6 Financial settlement 

 The costs for the TBB TRAINER course will be determined by the TBBA.   
 The fee is the same in all EU countries and amounts to € 1196,00.  
(including € 30 TBBA membership fee, € 50 examination fee, and € 50 trainer supplies (see §5) . 

 Participants abroad must pay the fee directly to the Instructor. 
 If a TBB-Assistant follows a TBB Trainer course, he will get a 30% discount on the tuition fee. 
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